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Introduction

Perhaps neither by accident nor small coincidence the term “passing” is used 
to refer to death—points to the one-dying’s absence and loss and to one’s 
life as it comes to its end, as one “go[es] to one’s spiritual destination”1—
because passing effects upon the one-passing a little death: of  self, identity, 
and community, when one “come[s] to an end, cease[s] to exist.”2 This 
meaning proves apt since the concept and practice of  passing are steeped 
in loss, moreover in “a sort of  life in death”3 that results in the purposeful 
extinguishing and extinction of  self. In no way the “playful”4 sort of  
passing that comes from the dramaturgical practices of  those who are able 
to slip between worlds undetected and unmolested, the passing of  which 
we speak in these pages is the deliberate, permanent or near-permanent 
taking on of  another identity, what Drake and Cayton call a “sociological 
death and rebirth,” since, particularly with racial passing, individuals who 
pass must “break all their current social ties and then create new ones to 
pass successfully.”5 Ultimately, those who pass permanently manage to kill 
off  their pasts by masking a sociopolitically “spoiled”6 and “hated identity 
with a less threatening one.”7

While the theory and practice of  passing may seem straightforwardly 
about deception and fraudulence wherein “visual codes evade the 
duped spectators,”8 it emerges instead as a trope with multivariate 
meanings—meanings nearly as varied as the term’s myriad present and 
obsolete etymological roots. And passing manifests across a wide array 
of  sociocultural power struggles, historically and of  late falling along 
“issues of  gender, [sexuality,] religion, class, ability, health, crime, and 
punishment.”9 Originating from the Anglo-Norman, Old French, and 
Middle French verbs passer, initially meaning “to get across, [or] to cause 
or enable to get across,”10 passing invokes a metaphorical bridge that spans 
the life circumstances between that from which one walks away and that 
which one seeks, be it moving onward and making one’s way, moving past 
or from one set of  experiences to another, moving from scrutiny toward 
gaining acceptance or admittance, or to cross literally or figuratively from 
life to death.
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Although one can never lose one’s past, the more one considers the 
practice of  passing the more it becomes clear that, at its root, passing 
is always and forever a loss: a little death. For passing is attempted only 
when those imposing social or legal coercion make plain that the way 
one “is” is perceived by the dominating11 group as wrong, undesirable, 
dangerous, demonic, or pathological. Passing is only attempted when 
an individual reaches the shattering conclusion that it has become too 
difficult or dangerous to remain oneself. Not attempted out of  avarice, 
greed, or whim, with few exceptions passing is embarked upon out of  fear. 
Individuals’ reasons for such fear may fall along a continuum, from fear 
of  not belonging (which may seem unworthy of  such weighty emotion, 
but is nevertheless a pressing, foundational human need) to fear for one’s 
life at the hand of  violence. That such fear pushes an individual to hide or 
snuff  out a part of  one’s identity, forces one to kill off  qualities offensive 
to the dominating group’s imposed norms, particularly those qualities seen 
as “weakness,” lies at the center of  our philosophical and empirical inquiry.

We offer the following brief  history of  passing’s roots not only to 
situate our empirical work with individuals experiencing blindness and 
low vision who attempt to “pass” as sighted, but to offer our theorizing 
of  this phenomenon to educators on how systems of  oppression such as 
racism, ableism, and heteronormativity threaten individuals’ lives in subtle, 
deep-seated, and highly consequential ways not immediately apparent. Our 
empirical research confirms passing is resorted to only out of  fear: neither 
out of  bravado nor out of  a desire to “overcome” one’s disabilities. While 
oftentimes lauded as admirable or astonishing,12 when a blind or low-vision 
individual “passes” as sighted, they/she/he not only act to extinguish some 
aspect of  their humanity, but also to reinforce debilitating, exclusionary, 
dominating “norms.” In order to theorize the phenomenon of  blind 
and low-vision individuals attempting to pass or who succeed at passing 
as sighted, we here recount the history of  racial passing, drilling down 
to define and historicize disability passing as we consider historical and 
anecdotal evidence of  individuals who are blind or have low-vision who 
pass as sighted. We do so to aid in educators’ understandings that while 
the many forms disability passing takes might seem wholly separate from 
racial passing, the two cannot be disentangled, moreover the two together 
evidence an uneasy yet apt alliance with passing as figurative or literal death. 

Passing and Ocular Certainty

The term “passing” and its practice have come to reference one’s ability, 
intended or no, to move at liberty within and through the social world 
masquerading as a body that satisfies dominating group characteristics 
even though the one-passing occupies a non-dominating identity and 
sociocultural characteristics constructed so as to fail to satisfy the norm’s 
parameters—a calculated re-enforcement of  hegemonic power. Passing 
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allows one to move through the world undetected, unpunished,13 while 
simultaneously harboring socially constructed identity14 characteristics that, 
if  detected, would mark the one-passing’s body and reveal the one-passing 
as occupying identity characteristics that those who occupy the dominating 
group construct as difficult, dangerous, offensive, sub-standard, unclean, 
frightening, savage, pathological, illegal, or threatening. But passing is not 
only the work of  the one-deceiving, for Brueggemann theorizes “we are 
always passing together,” since humans are collaborative, communal, and 
interdependent beings, by which she means we all are collaborators and co-
conspirators in all forms of  passing.15

Passing is made possible by the ocular not because it is a passive sense, 
rather quite the opposite; as Kaschak explains and evidences, vision is a 
learned skill.16 Indeed, passing would rarely be possible if  sight were merely 
a passive, received sensory stimuli, but since sight is both learned and 
acculturated, radically challenging “the taken-for-granted epistemology of  
sight,”17 a good deal of  passing’s ocular magic comes from sociocultural 
knowledge and influence, not the “folk knowledge”18 of  sight’s certainty 
famously used to tout the empirical truth “seeing is believing.” Passing 
depends on this relation between the physiological mechanism of  sight and 
humans’ “perceptual readiness” to recognize or discard informational cues,19 
investing that which is seen with some combination of  what Goffman calls 
“attention” and “disattention,”20 the latter of  which Zerubavel theorizes as 
the “sociology of  denial.”21

Ignoring something is more than simply failing to notice it. 
Indeed, it is quite often the result of  some pressure…actively 
[to] disregard it. Such pressure is usually a product of  social 
norms of  attention designed to separate what we conventionally 
consider “noteworthy” from what we come to disregard as mere 
background “noise.”22

The ways eyes and brains together “filter and consolidate” reality forms the 
“meaning structures” that make passing possible. Not only must human 
society be complicit for passing to “work,” so must be human physiology.

Passing also “works” because of  humans’ intolerance for ambiguity. 
As Douglas explains, unlike premodern humans who could not help but 
be tolerant of  incoherence, modern humans yearn deeply for rigidity in 
the form of  certainty of  meaning: modern humans’ cosmologies require 
mentally “hard lines and clear concepts.”23 So strong is the human’s emotional 
thirst for certainty, and so strong are the modern human’s “infatuation 
with sight” and preoccupation with segregation, that sight becomes “the 
sense most associated with differentiation and distancing,”24 so ocular 
facts too difficult or uncomfortable to acknowledge are disacknowledged 
and mentally “pushed” into “the comfort of  a cleanly classified world.”25 

This is the exact mechanism by which passing is practiced and the ocular 
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certainty of  classification overridden. Insofar as complicity in passing is 
concerned, Kaschak wonders, given the complex physiology of  the eye and 
the ocular/brain function, how can we possibly rely on sight for our truths, 
“a faculty that leads us astray as often as it guides us…even in its simplest 
functions? …[It seems] the arrogance of  the human mind, the human eye 
is rooted firmly in physiology,”26 defying basic evolutionary understanding, 
she argues. 

Racial Passing’s Roots

Passing most often refers to a person of  color who is “light enough to 
pass”27 (and more recently to gender or ability characteristics), entering the 
white, dominating world and leaving behind their/her/his community to live 
among whites as white, a calculated power exchange meant to escape how 
race-based discrimination “unfairly allocate[s] economic, political, social, 
and institutional resources along the color line”28 and a “…commitment 
that seems to begin with a self  but is legitimated only by willfully obscuring 
most of  its boundaries.”29 However, the boundaries of  race are far more 
permeable30 than white people like to imagine, revealing the “bankruptcy 
of  the race idea”31—its absurdity—and calling into question just what it is 
the “colour bar”32 represents, defines, and enforces. The illusion of  passing 
is not simply the decision of  the one-passing, but the decision of  white 
individuals (or another dominating group) to accept and even embrace the 
one-passing as one of  their own and therefore deserving of  membership 
and all entitlements due one who belongs. The dominating group is 
always complicit in successful passing; once one crosses and is “accepted 
or believed,” the one-passing acquires and is vested with the dominating 
group’s “higher social status”33 by virtue of  having crossed and transcended 
a “(real or notional) barrier”34 designed to enforce “the ways putative 
racial differences [serve] social and political ends” through “deliberate 
exploitation, domination, or persecution of  one group by another.”35

Since sociologist Goffman famously, erroneously construes passing 
as just another form of  “impression management,” and as “emotionally 
inconsequential for the individual,”36 it is therefore unsurprising that, in 
the case of  racial passing, “historians…have paid far more attention to 
what was gained by passing as white than to what was lost by rejecting a 
[B]lack racial identity,”37 since the power gained from successfully passing 
as white is naturally assumed to be the prize. But, the one-passing’s loss 
of  identity culminates in grief  over the loss of  one’s “embeddedness in a 
community or a collectivity. [Indeed,] passing reveals that the essence of  
identifying is not found in an individual’s qualities, but rather in the ways 
that one recognizes oneself  and is recognized as kindred.”38 Successfully 
hoodwinking the dominating social group and transiting the dominating 
power structure cannot make up for the monumental loss of  belonging 
to one’s beloved community—with all its traditions, stories, food, family, 
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music, and humor—so, once stripped away, the one-passing is left with “an 
ache for…interconnectedness…and [a] longing”39 for the life left behind, 
often permanently. Loss of  a shared sociocultural understanding casts 
the one racially passing into a figurative no-man’s land, stuck on passing’s 
bridge between an adopted white identity and a past rendered dead: a past 
to which the one-passing must never again lay claim. 

In times of  slavery, passing provided a bridge to escape slavery’s 
unimaginable brutality since “‘a stranger’ would see a white, and presumably 
free, man” rather than a Negro slave with “legally invisible white 
ancestors.”40 Escaping slavery either by means of  passing or flight meant 
risking mortal danger; even slaves’ desire for freedom was pathologized by 
naming the “Black desire for freedom a psychologically aberrant mental 
illness”: drapetomania.41 “Passing capitalizes on the absence of  reliable 
evidence of  difference,”42 so a Black individual could therefore trespass43 
onto the white world and thereafter magically be entitled to the power 
and privilege the white-appearing body or the body cloaked in the mantle 
of  whiteness not only affords but enjoys—startlingly, to this day. Passing 
thereby disguises one’s socially constructed “natural” or “true” identity 
for what may either be a permanent crossing or a “brief, situational, or 
intermittent”44 crossing into a safer, dominating-class-normative appearance 
and accompanying power dynamic: a ticket to move freely and act with 
agency, gaining humanity and shedding the designation “property”45 as 
well as the stigma of  intellectual inferiority in the bargain. Whether the 
one-passing can move freely between the former and assumed identity or 
whether passing proves a one-way enterprise, passing, much like hegemony, 
“is not a singular performance,”46 but must be performed again and again 
and the new identity re-won.47 “Whatever the rationale, both the process 
and the discourse of  passing interrogate the ontology of  identity categories 
and their construction,”48 “predicated [as those categories are] on the false 
promise of  the visible as an epistemological guarantee,”49 whereafter seeing 
can no longer be considered synonymous with truth, a massive breach in 
epistemological logic that challenges scientism’s privileging of  sight and 
calls into question how something as fixed as one’s identity is instead 
revealed to be highly contextualized, an ontological distinction that reveals 
a failed “politics of  optics.”50 In fact, given how the category “white” is 
not only manufactured,51 but subject both to radical change and shifting 
alliances, some argue “all rac[ial] identity is…the product of  passing.”52

Racial passing is most often associated with Black individuals coming 
surreptitiously to enter and dwell within the racial category of  what has 
come to be known as “white.”53 “Critical to the process and discourse 
of  ‘passing’ in [U.S.] history and in the American cultural imaginary are 
the status and privileges associated with being white and being male.”54 
Slaves’ passing stems from what is perhaps one of  the most insidious 
outcomes of  chattel slavery; “in the sexual exploitation of  [B]lack slave 
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women by white men,” via white slaveholders’ abject rape of  Black slaves, 
“‘whiteness’ was [paradoxically] reproduced from ‘[B]lack’ female bodies,”55 
an unconscionable, unwitting transfer of  the “inheritance”56 of  “whiteness 
as property.”57 “Passing muster”58 as white by overcoming the hardened 
“‘epidermal schema’ of  racial difference”59 means one’s body has met by 
“examination” or “inspection” the “required standard”60 and is thereby 
allowed to cross the bridge and begin to move through the white world 
inhabiting a physiologically inherited or chosen alternate identity conjured 
by “cunning,” but created by necessity, a disarming “sleight of  hand.”61 
During the time one passes, the one-passing’s body is made safe from the 
scrutiny and threat of  harm, however the threat that one’s identity might 
be revealed as the pathologized, non-dominating “other” makes for a life 
rife with awful tension, since one’s “true” identity is never far from being 
disclosed, revealed, unmasked, and the social, emotional, economic, and 
legal consequences of  passing’s “lie” come due. During much of  history, 
for those who passed there was no turning back; “to write a history of  
passing is to write a history of  loss.”62 Once passing’s metaphorical bridge is 
crossed a person of  color experiences the loss of  self  as a person of  color 
and begins life anew as a “white” person. 

White hysteria over racial passing is attributable to white individuals 
fearing the loss of  social status, power, and hegemonic rule. When Black 
individuals pass for white this transgression of  the perceived social order 
“threaten[s] the security of  white identity, on both a societal and an 
individual level,”63 “destabiliz[ing] the grounds of  privilege founded on 
racial identity”64 and dismantling “something assumed to be fixed, coherent, 
and stable…displaced by the experience of  doubt and uncertainty”65 and 
rendering racial classification disturbingly arbitrary to those who create and 
hold fast to the power whiteness grants. A similar social hysteria—and often 
deadly violence—results as gender- and sexual identity-based passing, when 
unmasked, triggers swift misogynist backlash; when powerful patriarchy, 
heteronormativity, and racism at once are challenged, individuals from 
the dominating group respond with murderous results as three sacred 
social boundary structures are breached, placing transgendered women of  
color, for instance, disproportionately in mortal peril, for “untraditional 
acts of  passing are about much more than mere disguise. Untraditional 
acts of  passing are about rhetoric—the symbolic social construction and 
reconstruction of  identity within particular situational constraints and 
social networks.”66

Those members of  the dominating group who accept the one-
passing’s assumed identity give the one-passing freedom to move about 
unscrutinized, unmolested, unjudged and, by virtue of  the dominating 
group’s complicity, make real the delusion’s all-powerful, false belief. While 
passing may appear a simple act of  stepping away from one identity and 
leaving that identity behind to assume another, in practice it is instead a 
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complex set of  power moves requiring many parts and players. Sedgwick 
posits:

…to identify as must always include multiple processes of  
identification with. It also involves identification as against; but 
even did it not, the relations implicit in identifying with are…
in themselves quite sufficiently fraught with intensities of  
incorporation, diminishment, inflation, threat, loss, reparation, 
and disavowal.67 

For instance, as some queer studies scholars theorize, societal complicity 
electrifies the lure of  the closet: queer bodies pass instead as “straight,” 
because “straight people want to overlook…difference and choose to 
ignore signs of  a different identity,”68 making the one-passing’s deceitful 
passage smooth. Successful passing of  all varieties is at least two-sided; 
passing makes significant demands of  both the one-passing and all those 
acknowledging and upholding the one-passing’s assumed identity. Robinson 
theorizes passing has another accomplice, making passing three-sided in 
its complicity. She disrupts “the conventional dyad of  passer and dupe 
with a third term—the in-group clairvoyant”69—an individual who skillfully 
“reads” the one-passing’s cultural performance of  passing using “an almost 
intuitive faculty of  recognition.”70 Case in point, Ellison claims that while, 
“sociologists tell us that thousands of  light skinned Negroes become White 
each year undetected, most Negroes can spot a paper thin ‘White Negro’ 
every time because those who masquerade missed what [other Black 
people] were forced to pick up along the way: discipline.”71 Goffman refers 
to these knowers as “the wise,” or those individuals who see through the 
artifice and know the passer’s true identity: “persons who are normal but 
whose special situation has made them intimately privy to the secret life of  
the stigmatized individual and sympathetic….”72

Disability Passing

Moving “beyond bipolar racial terms of  [B]lack and white,”73 forms 
of  disability passing are revealed to be tightly tied to the politics of  racial 
passing even though disability passing does not carry the burden of  the U.S.’ 
terrible history of  slavery and its violent, racialized oppression. “Disability 
passing” most often “refers to the way people conceal social markers of  
impairment to avoid the stigma of  disability and pass as ‘normal.’”74 But 
disability “passing expresses, reifies, and helps create [and solidify] concepts 
of  normality,”75 and so actively works against the political project disability-
focused identity politics confronts and challenges. For disabled individuals, 
the decision whether and when to pass is complicated by how the category 
“disability” subsumes an astonishing array of  physiological, emotional, 
mental, and intellectual variance, whether identity- or physiology-driven. 
Disability passing can be further complicated by some individuals’ use 
of  assistive technologies since devices may signal deviation from narrow, 
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socially constructed physiological normalcy and able-ness: this despite the 
fact so very many bodies require and utilize such assistance, employing 
everything from eyeglasses to bionic body parts, yet persistent belief  in a 
caste system of  physical, emotional, and intellectual functionality and its 
visible markers nevertheless pervades among much of  the dominating, 
“able” class. Consequently, for those who cannot pass, disability is 
often used as an excuse to restrict, limiting individuals’ “freedom and 
independence”76 and putting those with “social markers of  impairment”77 
at greatly increased risk of  discrimination and violence.

Claiming and retaining autonomy and agency can be at the heart of  
disability passing; the challenges of  and reasons for passing can be complex. 
As Goffman evidences, once one is made to feel inferior, that individual 
can no longer feel any sort of  security with the group imposing judgment.78 
Ableist tropes pervade many if  not most societies, placing those deemed 
less-than-able when measured against so-called “scientific” norms at an 
array of  physical, emotional, and economic disadvantage. The appallingly 
low employment rate of  those with physical and mental disabilities, in spite 
of  how well-educated and well-qualified an individual may be, in particular 
for those individuals with low vision and blindness, can inspire disability 
passing. For example, Brune reports some blind and low-vision individuals 
pass because they have “internalized the stigma of  disability and its 
association with pauperism;”79 in a neoliberal economy never making one’s 
way economically means never having the means to live independently: a 
rite of  passage to adulthood for many.80 Even though passing requires of  
those with a disability identity “sufficient genius to disguise their identity,”81 
and the ingenuity, intelligence, and skill set required to pass regularly attests 
to the one-passing’s ingenuity, employment numbers show those individuals 
with disabilities are routinely discounted from the hiring pool, making it no 
wonder that physically and mentally disabled people go to great lengths to 
appear “normal” and competent,82 thereby “masking discreditable identities 
with more socially acceptable ones through passing.”83

Some individuals may attempt disability passing because they do 
not want to be an object of  pity.84 Others may wish to pass to escape 
the pernicious, pervasive societal stereotype that those individuals with 
sensory, physical, or mental disabilities85 also lack mental capacity, another 
way disability passing intersects with racial passing. Yet another reason 
for passing connects to safety and autonomy; disability passing can be 
necessary in order to avoid appearing physically vulnerable either because 
such vulnerability can be interpreted as lacking in certain abilities needed in 
order to be “up to the task” or so as not to have one’s physical vulnerability 
make one the target of  violence, scam, or emotionally abusive taunting. 
Too, disability passing falls along the lines of  socially constructed gender 
roles. Brune argues that, starting in the late 19th century, “independence and 
financial self-sufficiency became central to the American masculine ideal,”86 
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a trend that only accelerated post-World War II. As a new ideal male body-
type emerged—muscular, strong, and intensely threatened by any perceived 
emasculation—society at large began to place “more pressure on men to 
live up to masculine ideals that were increasingly antithetical to notions 
of  disability.”87 All told, powerful, dominating social systems conspire 
to keep disabled individuals in their place, much as those same systems 
effectively constrain along racial lines, inspiring both racial and disability 
passing used to circumnavigate or short-circuit inequitable social systems, 
opening opportunity to individuals long denied, shortchanged, and harmed 
by systemic oppression. 

Passing as Sighted

Arguably the most difficult—if  not altogether unfathomable—
performance of  disability passing may be when blind and low-vision 
individuals attempt to pass as sighted, for “passing as sighted is not a casual 
act or one that depends on simple imitation; it requires deliberation.”88 In 
societies relentlessly focused on the visual, societies whose cosmologies 
rest upon epistemological and ontological ways of  knowing and being 
where truthmaking arises directly from visual observation (and thus who 
employ the adage “seeing is believing” to epitomize society’s dominating 
philosophy of  science), the power of  vision as the predominant source 
of  sensemaking is unparalleled and unchallenged.89 Consequently, in the 
general public’s mind, vision’s absence typically registers as the most taboo 
and difficult-to-accommodate human sensory difference: a bridge too far. 

Brune points to modern memoirs by blind individuals who recount 
experiences of  passing as sighted90 and who detail how they learned to 
pass either by obfuscation or by learning specific methods for appearing 
sighted, particularly those methods used to navigate social interactions 
with sighted individuals. Because “passing capitalizes on the absence of  
reliable evidence of  difference”91 and because blind individuals cannot rely 
upon mimicry, they instead must aquire, learn, and utilize highly detailed 
knowledge,92 since behavior that enables blind individuals to pass as sighted 
is only learned through intensive, “deliberate study rather than practicing…
merely from habit.”93 Passing as sighted is first accomplished simply 
by shedding assistive devices and other objects that “give away” one’s 
impairment—dark glasses, the long white cane, magnification assistance—
and later by implementing diversion tactics: adopting facial expressions of  
“preoccupation;” walking “fast, purposefully;” and when asked to read text 
individuals “pat their pockets for reading glasses they do not own. When 
they make mistakes, they feign absentmindedness.”94 Finally, in the most 
highly choreographed, finely rehearsed means of  passing as sighted, the 
one-passing must come to know

…the minutest details of  how everyday existence is oriented 
to the expectation that sight is an ever-present feature of  that 
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existence; it means knowing the customs, habits, and signs of  
seeing people…knowing how to do things with eyes, and knowing 
what to do that looks sighted…95

…in spite of  the fact the one-passing cannot see social cues. This is 
achieved by learning to “eliminate the ‘blind look,’” not holding one’s head 
too high or one’s neck too stiffly, and learning seemingly to “look people 
in the eye,”96 a Western social cue that epitomizes human connection and 
communicates attentiveness, understanding, “smartness,”97 empathy, and 
trustworthiness. 

Unlike those who practice racial passing who cannot return across the 
bridge they have crossed, those who cannot revert to their previous identity, 
many individuals passing as sighted anecdotally profess a crossroads event 
in their effort to conceal visual disability, when the masquerade begins to 
wear on the one-passing, eventually inspiring the one-passing to shift both 
their everyday practice and identity politics radically away from passing, 
instead entering, joining, and embracing blind culture, its community, and 
its tools.98 In the process the ones-passing give up what must be a highly 
stressful as well as physically and emotionally exhausting enterprise, a 
charade of  complicated origins and outcomes. Passing as sighted manifests 
as a “radical liberatory corporeal politics,”99 raising the questions of  whether 
and how passing as sighted represents performances of  ingenuity,100 a 
radical response to the trope non-normative bodies are “the ultimate sign 
of  unsuitability,”101 or simply young adults’ needs to assert independent 
identities by “passing as normal?”102 

Conclusion

As educators we must move sharply away from seeing forms of  passing 
as escaping or overcoming one’s “spoiled identity”103 or sensory inferiority; 
neither disability passing nor racial passing can ever be construed as lauded 
wins. Bruggemann104 criticizes addressing the societal valorization of  
“overcoming,” instead insisting educators proactively move away from such 
valorization as reinforcement of  ableist societal norms. A d/Deaf  person 
and pedagogue herself, she makes her undergraduate students aware of  and 
then moves them away from the “narrative normalcy” of  telling stories about 
disability that always end with the “overcoming” of  disability and the push 
toward “inspiration”: an ableist narrative that brings every accomplishment 
back to one’s disability, minimizing if  not obliterating agency.105 It is awfully 
tempting to highlight and praise exceptionalism of  some wildly unlikely 
performative behavior such as a blind person passing as sighted. In our 
larger body of  work on this phenomenon we liken these performances of  
passing to Cobb’s notion of  “persons of  genius,” but we do not do so in 
order to elevate the extraordinary. Rather, we do so to show the lengths 
to which people suffering under multiple systems of  oppression will go 
in order to look “normal,” to convince the world of  their belongingness, 
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and to demonstrate the “rugged individualism” that proves to bystanders 
that those who resolve to pass have worth. But the concept and value of  
“rugged individualism” shores up and supports supremacist thinking,106 
blames those who cannot perform so-called normalcy in ways that deny 
agency, dehumanize, and gaslight, and perpetuates the fear that motivates 
passing in the first place. It is precisely for these reasons the histories and 
practices of  racial passing and disability passing cannot be disentangled. 
Ultimately, respect cannot come “‘in spite of ’ one’s differences,”107 but 
radical respect for difference might push back the necessity and allure of  
passing’s little death. 
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